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A�er a few decades, recalls Brochin and others 

we interviewed for this series, despair turned to 

hope and eventually a sense of accomplishment. “I 

remember … a�er years of struggle, suddenly we 

could grow other things,” says Brochin, who is also a 

leader in a local farmers union involved in building 

a new regional wastewater treatment system. “�ere 

was water. We got be�er-quality water and suddenly 

everything was green�green, green, green around 

me. People were growing lemon trees, orange trees, 

potatoes, peanuts … carrots, tomatoes.

“Suddenly, the Negev�the desert�was green 

all year long.”

Why Cover Israel in FarmLife? 
Israel’s water shortage had reached the level of existential crisis. �e country is not only 60% 

desert, but also home to some of the driest places on earth, has a rapidly growing population and 

has su�ered more frequent droughts in recent years. Making the situation even more dire, the 

country, for many of its Jewish residents, is the last refuge a�er a 20th century that was brutal 

beyond compare. 

Yet, through innovations, conservation and even more perseverance, the Israelis largely overcame 

their struggles with water shortages. It was for this reason FarmLife decided to pay the country a visit, 

interviewing numerous farmers, water system o�cials, government leaders and others. We discovered 

a range of newly developed or improved technologies and practices, some complex, others remarkably 

simple. �ey are solutions that we begin to detail and share here. Additional stories can be found at 

myFarmLife.com/israel and will appear in the next issue of this magazine. 

Granted, compared to Israel, the U.S. and Canada face many di�erent challenges in managing 

water. To begin with, there’s geography. Israel is only slightly larger than the state of New Jersey.  

Canada and the States are immense by comparison, and in many areas of these two countries, water 

must travel great distances to get from the source to end users, across distances where population 

density is low. 

Also, as much as 90% of Israel’s water is supplied and managed by Mekorot, a wholly-owned 

      80%: Municipal wastewater reclaimed in Israel; 2–3%: Reclaimed in U.S.    ///    80%: Treated wastewater used for agricultural in Israel; 50%:

Not Just a California Problem 
If you thought water was just a Left Coast 

issue, think again. Potential shortages, and 

fights over water rights and quality loom for 

areas across North America.

myFarmLife.com/waterfights

Making More, Using Less 
Israel is not only using fresh water more 

efficiently, it’s actually making more of it. 

But at what cost? 

myFarmLife.com/moreless

Research Now, More �an Ever 
A tiny nation overcomes huge odds and in 

the process becomes the world’s ag lab, as 

well as its coal-mine canary.

myFarmLife.com/research
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RECYCLE, REUSE. Farmer 
and farmers union leader 
Ami Brochin shows a map 
of the Be’er Sheva-area 
wastewater treatment 
network. It was constructed 
with a combination of 
government and private 
funds, including Moshavei 
HaNegev, the regional water 
and agriculture association 
that manages some 34,600 
acres of farmland.
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